Embellished Tea Towels
a Maudie’s Cottage Design

Add a bit of frou frou to a purchased tea towel to bring a bit of whimsy into your kitchen. These make great
gifts for hostesses, teachers, just about anyone!
Note: Please read through all instructions before starting the project. Applique patterns are already
reversed for tracing.

Recommended Tools
Rotary cutter and sharp blades
Ruler and cutting board
Steam iron
Appliqué pressing sheet (optional)
Mechanical or lead pencil
Stabilizer
Sewing machine with zig zag capability
Fresh sewing machine needle
Scissors – small sharp scissors (3-4” blades) for cutting out the appliqué pieces, not big shears, and not your
good sewing scissors either – use paper scissors.
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Materials List
Assorted fabric scraps for the appliqué
2 small black buttons
Threads to match fabric and appliqué pieces
1 sheet Fusible web

Fabric for ruffles and bottom bands
Scraps of ric rac in assorted colours
Black embroidery floss
Twill tape or ribbon

General Towel Preparation
1. It is recommended to wash, dry, and starch the tea towels before adding any embellishments.
2. For any towels with sewn bottom embellishments unpick the bottom hem and 4-5 inches of each side hem.
3. Fold the towel in half from side to side and press. Fold in half from top to bottom and press. With the towel
still folded, bring the bottom hem up to the fold and press again. Position any appliqué using the pressed folds
on the bottom half of the towel as centering lines.

General Applique Instructions
All applique is done before adding bottom embellishments.
1. Trace the appliqué shapes onto the paper side of the fusible web. Space the pieces far enough apart that
you can easily cut out each shape. Transfer any markings or numbers/letters that will aid in correctly placing
the pieces. Cut out the appliqué shapes leaving about ¼” margin around each shape.
2. Fuse the cut out shapes onto the back of your chosen applique fabric – follow the manufacturer’s
recommended settings (but if you’ve lost them or thrown them away, a good rule of thumb is to use a dry iron
on a silk or wool setting).
3. After fusing the appliqué shapes to your fabric and letting it cool, cut out each shape on the drawn line. If
you have drawn any placement lines, hold the pieces up to a window or use a light box to transfer these
markings to the right side of the fabric using a pencil.
5. Arrange the shapes on the towel in a manner pleasing to your eye, and fuse in place. Use the fold lines and
the cover photo as a guide. Place a piece of tear away stabilizer under the towel behind the applique shapes
and iron the pieces together to help them stick to one another. It may be easier to pin the stabilizer in place if
the applique is too large.
6. Use good quality thread and a small zig zag stitch to applique the pieces to the towel. You may prefer to
use another type of stitch to applique, which is perfectly fine – whatever you choose will work. A zig zag stitch
is recommended however if the towel will be laundered frequently.
7. Remove as much of the stabilizer from the back of the towel as possible. The small amounts caught under
the stitching will come out in the laundry. Make sure to tie off and weave in any loose threads as you want the
back of the towel to be as neat as possible.
You might find it more comfortable to test your appliqué technique with a few leftover pieces of fabric before
starting the project. This will also give you a chance to fine tune the settings of your sewing machine to a stitch
length and width you find pleasing. I generally use a stitch width of 2 mm and a length of .7 mm for satin
stitch, 2.0 x 2.0 for zig zag stitch, and between 2.0 and 1.5 for fine straight line stitching, but you may prefer a
wider/narrower width or closer/longer length. Make sure that the swing of the needle catches more of the
appliqué fabric, and only a thread or two of the background fabric.
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I generally use coffee filters, ironed flat, as my tear away stabilizer. If they are not large enough to cover the
shape being appliqued, I just add another one in the area needing stabilization. They tear away very easily and
any scraps caught in the stitching disappear in the laundry.

Sewing Instructions
Orange Tea Towel - 15” x 24 ½“
1. Applique the leaves and flowers to the towel using the cover photo as a placement guide.
2. Measure the width of your tea towel. Cut two pieces of ric rac this measurement plus 2”.
3. Draw two lines on the bottom of the towel, the first one 1 ½” up from the bottom hem and the second one
2 ½” up from the bottom hem.
4. Centre a piece of ric rac over one of the drawn lines, extending an inch off each side. Pin in a few places to
secure. Fold the excess ric rac to the back on each side, folding under ½” to hide the raw edge and pin to
secure. With thread matching the ric rac and starting at the very edge of the towel, sew the trim in place down
the centre. A 3 – 3.5 stitch length is fine. Back stitch a few stitches at the beginning and end. Repeat for the
second piece of ric rac.
5. Dampen and press the towel to remove the creases.
Blue & White Striped Towel – 18” x 24 ½“, not including the ruffle
1. With a removable marker draw 2 lines on the towel where you wish the flower stems to be. Measure, cut
and centre the ric rac over these lines. Sew in place using a 3 -3.5 stitch length and a thread matching the ric
rac.
2. Tuck the leaves slightly under the ric rac and the flowers over the top ends of the stems. Fuse down and
applique in place.
3. Cut a 3 ½” x wof strip of the same fabric you used for the appliqued flowers. Narrow hem one edge.
4. Measure the width of your tea towel including the width of the unpicked side hems. Cut a piece of 1” white
twill tape to this measurement . Gather the fabric strip to this same measurement.
5. Place the gathered fabric strip even with the unpicked hem, wrong sides together. Baste in place ¼ “ from
the edge. Make sure to include the unpicked side seams in your stitching. Turn the seam to the right side along
the stitching line and press.
6. Place the bottom edge of the twill tape over the seam and stitch from edge to edge. Stitch across the top
edge of the twill tape.
7. Fold the side edges in twice, using the original fold lines and including the twill tape and ruffle. Sew with
thread that matches the tea towel, starting a few stitches past the unpicked seam and continuing all the way
to the end of the ruffle.
8. Tie buttons to the flower centres with 2 strands of black embroidery floss.
9. Dampen and press the towel to remove the creases.
Pear Tea Towel – 18½” x 27”
NOTE: Do not unpick the side seams of this towel.
1. Applique the pears to the towel using the cover photo as a placement guide. The sample was stitched with a
fine straight line -2.0 stitch length -.
2. Measure the width of the tea towel. Cut a 2 ½” fabric strip to this measurement plus 2”.
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3. Fold under ¼” along one long edge of the fabric strip. Match the unfolded right side of the fabric strip to the
wrong side bottom edge of the tea towel. Stitch with a ¼ “ seam. Fold the excess fabric at each side around to
the front. Press the strip up and over the hem to the front of the towel covering the folded in side edges. Pin
the strip in place and edge stitch close to the folded edge and along each side.
4. Dampen and press the towel to remove the creases.

Thank you for trying this pattern. There are many more fine designs at maudiescottage.com.
Please drop by for a visit or to leave a comment. We would LOVE to see photos of your finished project and
hear what you think of the pattern. You might also enjoy our blog at maudiescottage.com/blog. If you have
any questions or concerns please feel free to email or write Maudie at:
Maudie’s Cottage
42 Florwin Drive
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada P6A 4H9

Email: maudie@maudiescottage.com
http://maudiescottage.com
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